Course Prerequisites

MBAX

All finance specialisations have prerequisites of Core Accounting & Financial Management and Core Corporate Finance.

MBAX9131 Systems for Change has a prerequisite of MBAX271 Approaches to Change.

The Capstone course MBAX9155 Strategic Consulting Project should be completed last unless special approval is granted and approved.

MBAX9151 Leadership

Whether you are as MBA (Executive) or MBA (Online) student, this compulsory foundation course should be completed in your first course. We suggest your first course should be studied as a single course, even if you choose to study multiple courses in subsequent terms.

MBA-FT

MBA-FT electives assume related core course knowledge. If Advanced Managerial Finance, Business Modelling and Quantitative Business Modelling all require Core Accounting & Corporate Finance. Elective MNGT5297 Strategies for Growth requires core MNGT5282 Strategy. Elective MNGT5220 Entrepreneurship from the start requires core MNGT5120 Entrepreneurship and Innovation.

Enrollment Notes

MBAX9151 Leadership

From Term 1 2022, we introduced MBAX9151 Leadership as the mandatory commencement course into the MBA (Online) program. Students who commenced MBA (Online) prior to Term 1 2022 will not be required to undertake MBAX9151 Leadership but may do so if they wish, as a core course.

From Term 1 2021, we introduced MBAX9151 Leadership as the mandatory commencement course into the MBA (Executive) program. Students having previously undertaken MNGT5211 Executive Blueprint may not take MBAX9151 Leadership.

There may be other courses that have some overlap with material in this core course as you progress through your MBA degree program eg in the Social Impact specialisation (MNGT5282) leadership for Social Impact. In this instance, the context and focus are different, enabling you to broaden and deepen your knowledge and skills.

MNGT5211 The Executive Blueprint

From Term 1 2021, MNGT5211 Executive Blueprint will be no longer be offered; MBA (Executive) and the MBA (Online) programs will both commence with MNGT5211 Leadership, which will be available in face-to-face and online delivery modes. The course may be cancelled.

2 Courses at a time

A single course typically requires 10-15 hours of effort (class time, reading, assignments, group work, discussions) per week. We strongly caution students against trying to complete 2 courses at once, due to work-load issues and the impact upon your delivery.

Course Codes

MBA (Executive) program course codes
MNGT5211, but has limited elective choices in these codes so refer to MNGT5211 for specific elective choices.

MBA (Online) program = MNGT5211 and can cross program enrol into MBA (exec) core courses and electives where exclusions not noted.

The MBA Full-time program = MNGT5211.

Progression Planning

Our amazing Student Experience Team are here to help you navigate the myriad of options available to you to maximise learning outcomes with AGSM.

To book a consultation please contact the team on 9911 9400 or studentexperience@agsm.edu.au

Wait Lists

In 2021 UNSW introduced Class Registration Waitlisting (Step 2 of the enrolment process). This allows students to waitlist for a course or a class. If a place becomes available, the student will be notified and required to enrol in the course.

Wait lists are enable until the end of Week 1, subject to availability. Please note classes with low enrolments may be cancelled.

Please do not enrol in classes you do not intend to proceed with as this impacts your colleagues and the viability of scheduled offerings.

MBA (Executive) elective options

MBAx Core

MBAX students can take MBA core courses as electives. Please note potential crossover in concepts with MBA Stage 2 as noted below:

- MBA students who commenced prior to 2021, can not take MBAx9111 Leadership as an elective, due to overlap in concepts with MBAX9151 Executive Blueprint and MBA (Executive) Stage 2 EAY (MNGT7905 Strategic Leadership).

- MBA students can take MBAX9151 Strategic Management as an elective but please note there is crossover of concepts with MBA Stage 2 EAY (MNGT7905 Transformation).

- The enrolment system currently does not allow you to enrol in MBAX9151 Implementing Strategy as an elective. This has been reviewed & is now permitted. Please request via studentexperience@agsm.edu.au and the team can facilitate a manual enrolment in MBAX9151 Implementing Strategy for you.

MBAx Specialisations

MBAX students can take MBA specialisations as electives except -

- MBAx9152 Transformation Skills (due to overlap with MBAX9151 Executive Blueprint).

- MBAx9151 Implementing Strategy (due to considerable overlap with MNGT5297 Entrepreneurship (EA22)).

- Any capstone courses (MBAX9151 Strategic Consulting Project or MNGT5284 Social Impact Capstone).

- MBAx (Medical Technology & Pharmaceuticals - MTP) electives are not available as MBAx electives.

- MBAx (Executive) - electives not available as MBAx electives.

MBAx Electives

Please regularly refer to the MBAx online page at the AGSM website for elective options under MNGT5211 codes. In general MBAX will allow the MBAx specialisation and non-common core as the primary source of electives.

MBAx FT

MBAX and MBAx students may also apply to cross-program enrol into a selection of MBAx (Online) electives, pending approval.

FT MBAx students are typically offered in Term 2 & Term 3 but will vary in 2021/2022 with the incoming cohort commencing later in 2021 due to travel restrictions. There will be no Full-time MBAx Electives offered in 2021 as the Program will undertake core courses in Terms 2 & 3. Please see MBAx electives for MBAx (Executive) students. Most courses are offered during business hours and occasionally a weekend intensive option.

Currently MNGT5110/5180: Operating Strategy is the only MBAx elective course not approved for Cross-program enrolment.

If you are interested in a MBAx-FT elective, please contact the Student Experience Team for further information and enrolment approval (studentexperience@agsm.edu.au).

Global Network Week (GNW)

Global Network Week (GNW) runs 3 times a year: March, June & October. If you have room in your program, students from MBAX and MBAx are able to apply for this short-term exchange at top business schools around the world. Students can apply for one of the GNW schools for one elective (6 UOC) and there are links to the syllabus, schedule, and video for programs on the GNAM website.

Course Fees

The Student Services and Amenities Fee (SSAF) is charged to all enrolled students. This fee must be paid at the due dates or you may receive a Fee Block which will prevent enrolment.

You can access information on student fees and payment here.

For further information and for all enquiries, please contact the AGSM Student Experience team - we're on this journey with you!